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Abstract

Analysis of infrasonic pressure waves generated by active volcanoes is essential to the understanding of volcanic
explosion dynamics. Unlike seismic waves propagating in the earth, infrasonic airwaves offer a relatively unfiltered
representation of source motions at the vent during an eruption. Time-varying acoustic propagation filters caused by
changeable atmospheric conditions are minimal for microphones deployed at intermediate distances (6 5 km from the
vent). Thus the recorded excess pressure time series directly reflects the impulsivity of the degassing source at the vent.
In the most simple experiments, infrasound monitoring is valuable for differentiation of subsurface seismicity from the
seismicity associated with an eruption. In other instances, infrasound monitoring may be used in conjunction with
seismic monitoring to understand the style of eruption and information about the physical source processes and
source location. This manuscript is an introductory overview of the generation and propagation of volcanic
infrasound. An analysis of infrasonic records generated from five volcanic case studies is provided in an
accompanying article [Johnson et al., J. Volcanol. Geotherm. Res., in press].
0 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Even when an active volcano is obscured by
clouds, ‘detonations’, ‘booming’, ‘cracking’, and
‘whooshing’ noises can indicate the eruption of
gas and solid material from a vent. Richards
(1963) recorded audible acoustic noises from a
suite of volcanoes with activities ranging from
Hawaiian and Strombolian to Vulcanian and ac-

knowledged that volcanic sources generate sub-
stantial low-frequency acoustic energy. More re-
cently, other investigators have deployed micro-
phones sensitive to infrasonic frequencies (below
20 Hz) in the vicinity of actively degassing volca-
noes. These experiments include: Tolbachik and
Klyuchevskoi (Firstov and Kravchenko, 1996),
Stromboli (Vergniolle et al., 1996), Unzen (Yama-
sato, 1998), Sakurajima (Garces et al., 1999), Are-
nal (Hagerty et al., 2000), Erebus (Rowe et al.,
2000), Karymsky and Sangay (Johnson and
Lees, 2000), and previously unpublished records
from Tungurahua and Pichincha presented in an
accompanying article (Johnson et al., in press).
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Fig. 1. Some examples of volcanic infrasound. (a) Tolbachik (note that the time axis is reversed), (b,c) Klyuchevskoi (Firstov and
Kravchenko, 1996), (d) Sakurajima (Garces et al., 1999), (e) Stromboli (Vergniolle et al., 1996), (f) Unzen (Yamasato, 1998),
(g,h) Arenal (Hagerty et al., 2000), (i) Erebus (Rowe et al., 2000), (j,k) Karymsky (Johnson and Lees, 2000), and (l) Sangay
(Johnson and Lees, 2000). Microphone epicentral distances are listed in Table 1.
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Fig. 1 (Continued).
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Infrasound records from a suite of di¡erent vol-
canoes (Fig. 1) reveal varied and distinct degas-
sing behaviors. In many instances, most notably
at Tolbachik, Klyuchevskoi, Stromboli, Erebus,
and in certain explosions from Arenal and Ka-
rymsky (Fig. 1a^c,e,g,i,j), infrasonic waveforms
consist solely of a single impulsive compression
followed by a more lengthy rarefaction. In other
instances, most notably at Sakurajima, Arenal,
Karymsky, and Sangay (Fig. 1d,h,k,l), pressure
traces have a complex coda lasting several min-
utes indicative of continued degassing. Neverthe-
less, many of these extended degassing events also
begin with the characteristic impulsive compres-
sional onset. The examples in Fig. 1 are provided
as an overview of infrasound signals generated by
di¡erent volcanoes and are not necessarily repre-
sentative of typical degassing behavior at each of
the volcanoes.
Infrasonic pressure traces are time histories of

atmospheric pressure pertubations (vP) relative to
background atmospheric pressure. This excess
pressure is usually very small compared to ambi-
ent atmospheric pressure (V105 Pa). Thus much
volcanic infrasound can be treated as linear elastic
waves rather than non-linear shock waves. The
infrasonic traces in Fig. 1 that are recorded sev-
eral km from the explosion source have peak ex-
cess pressures ranging from 101 Pa to 102 Pa.
Although these low-frequency signals are inaudi-
ble to humans, conversion to the more recogniz-
able units of sound pressure level (SPL) can some-
times be illustrative :

SPL ¼ 20log vP
2U1035Pa

� �
ð1Þ

Thus an excess pressure of 101 Pa (a typical
infrasound amplitude recorded 1 km from a
Strombolian source) corresponds to an SPL of
115 dB. In the audible frequency band, this SPL
is the noise equivalent of a pneumatic riveter
(Truax, 1978).

2. Acoustic energy

At Karymsky and Sangay Volcanoes, audible
sounds generated during eruption rarely exceed

an SPL comparable to street tra⁄c (80 dB) sev-
eral km from the vent (author’s observation).
Vergniolle et al. (1996) also estimate that explo-
sions at Stromboli Volcano are about 30 dB
‘softer’ in the audible band than in the infrasonic
band. Because acoustic energy scales with the
square of acoustic excess pressure (Truax, 1978),
the 30 dB di¡erence in SPL indicates three orders
of magnitude di¡erence in acoustic energy. We
target infrasonic frequencies during volcano mon-
itoring because the acoustic intensity is greatest in
this band. Much volcanic infrasound appears to
be dominated by frequencies between 0.5 Hz and
10 Hz (Garces and McNutt, 1997; Hagerty et al.,
2000; Johnson and Lees, 2000; Rowe et al.,
2000), which is within the typical bandwidth of
interest for volcanic seismicity. This allows for
convenient simultaneous seismo-acoustic record-
ing with a single datalogger or telemetry site.
For a source which radiates acoustic waves

spherically, the total acoustic energy is propor-
tional to the time-integrated squared excess pres-
sure trace. For hemispherically radiating infra-
sound (see Appendix):

Eacoustic ¼
2Z r2

b ac

R
vP2dt ð2Þ

where r is the distance between source and re-
ceiver (m); ba is the air density (1.189 kg/m3 at
standard temperature and pressure (STP)); and c
is the sound speed (343 m/s at STP).
Though radiated acoustic energy is typically

only a very small portion of a volcano’s overall
eruptive energy budget (McGetchin and Chouet,
1979), it is a useful parameter for characterizing
the integrated acoustic intensity over the duration
of an eruption. Table 1 provides energy estimates
based upon Eq. 2 for the waveforms displayed in
Fig. 1.

3. Volcanic explosion source

The commonest source of volcanic infrasound
is the atmospheric pertubation caused by the ex-
plosive out£ux of volcanic volatiles. During erup-
tions, gas £ux through a vent can range from 101

kg/s for Strombolian bursts to 108 kg/s for Plinian
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columns (Newhall and Self, 1982). However, in-
frasonic data has traditionally been collected at
volcanoes with VEI I and VEI II eruptions which
provide frequent, repetitive explosions and rela-
tively safe access for instrument deployment. In-
frasound generation at the Strombolian end of the
eruption spectrum is relatively easy to model for
the following reasons: (1) a point source approx-
imation is appropriate, (2) infrasound sources are
primarily generated at the conduit/atmosphere in-
terface and not within a convecting column, (3)
the bulk of the elastic wave energy is produced
prior to the mixing of magmatic and atmospheric
gases, (4) ejection velocities are subsonic. A point
source approximation will not be appropriate for
larger eruption plumes (Vulcanian and Plinian

eruptions), where infrasound can be generated
from a di¡use volume with a dimension greater
than infrasonic wavelengths.
Though models have been proposed which in-

voke acoustic radiators imbedded in a £uid-¢lled
conduit (Garces and McNutt, 1997), the consen-
sus among many researchers is that the funda-
mental source of infrasound at VEI I and VEI
II volcanoes is the rapid release of pressurized
gas at the free surface. Yamasato (1997) calcu-
lated radiated acoustic pressures for two types
of sources at Unzen Volcano (ground dislocations
and volumetric gas expansions) and concluded
that reasonable ground dislocations were not
large enough to produce the observed infrasonic
signals. Other investigators (Firstov and Krav-

Table 1
Summary of Parameters for Infrasonic Signals from Fig. 1

Volcano name, magma
chemistry, and infrasonic
waveform characteristics

Distance of
microphone
from source

Peak excess
pressure of
waveform

SPL at
100 ma

Estimated
explosion
durationb

Acoustic energy
estimated from
trace datac

(km) (Pa) (dB) (s) (MJ)

(a) Tolbachik, basalt, single
pulses

1.9^2.6 100 160 2 1U102

(b) Klyuchevskoi ¢ssure,
basalt, single pulses

12.2 2 142 3 2U100

(c) Klyuchevskoi summit,
basalt, single pulses

14.6 0.2 123 3 2U1032

(d) Sakurajima, andesite,
extended degassing

V3.0 4 136 V104 4U102

(e) Stromboli, basalt, single
pulse

0.3 50 136 0.5 1U1031

(f) Unzen, dacitic dome,
emergent, low amplitude

1.7 1 119 V5 1U1032

(g) Arenal 1, andesite, single
pulse

V2 30 150 3 1U101

(h) Arenal 2, andesite, extended
duration explosion

V2 4 132 V103 3U101

(i) Erebus, phonolite, single
pulse

0.7 50 145 4 4U100

(j) Karymsky 1, andesite, single
pulse

1.6 5 132 4 2U1031

(k) Karymsky 2, andesite, series
of pulses

1.6 5 132 V102 3U100

(l) Sangay, basaltic andesite,
series of pulses

2.2 10 141 V102 2U101

a Equivalent SPL for peak excess pressures reduced to 100 m epicentral distance, assuming an inverse relationship between
pressure amplitude and distance.

b Time duration of signal that remains above background noise level (note that background noise has variable amplitude at
di¡erent volcanoes).

c Acoustic trace energy calculated according to Eq. 2, assuming hemispherical radiation.
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chenko, 1996; Vergniolle et al., 1996; Rowe et al.,
2000; Johnson and Lees, 2000) use visual obser-
vations to substantiate that the primary compres-
sional infrasonic pulse is coincident with rapid gas
expansion from the vent.
Some very energetic volcanic eruptions also

generate atmospheric pressure pertubations with
very long periods (greater than 270 s) that are
propagated by buoyancy forces (Beer, 1974).
These acoustic gravity waves are observed in the
far-¢eld in association with extremely large move-
ments of air parcels such as the 1980 Mount St.
Helens eruption (Mikumo and Bolt, 1985) or the
1992 Pinatubo eruption (Tahira et al., 1996). They
are not readily observed in association with VEI I
and II eruptions where heat injection into the at-
mosphere is relatively small (Wilson et al., 1978).
Acoustic pressure traces in the near-infrasound

bandwidth (0.1^20 Hz) are valuable because they
reveal information about physical motions at the
vent. As with seismic data, near-infrasound is a
linear convolution of a source function, a Green’s
function, and instrument response. However, un-
like seismic propagation ¢lters in the earth, atmo-
spheric propagation ¢lters are relatively benign.
They tend not to distort acoustic waveforms sig-
ni¢cantly because the atmosphere does not sup-
port shear waves and the atmosphere is largely
devoid of structures which scatter, attenuate, or
re£ect acoustic waves. In some cases, however,
re£ections of the atmosphere/ground interface,
such as crater wall echoes (Johnson et al., in
press), may be responsible for complexities in in-
frasonic pressure waveforms. At epicentral distan-
ces common during the deployment of infrasonic
stations, an atmospheric velocity structure that is
dependent upon temperature and wind can in£u-
ence acoustic arrival times and signal strength (see
Section 4). These e¡ects must be considered when
using infrasound records to locate explosion sour-
ces and when assessing the intensity of an erup-
tion.
Deconvolution of the instrument response from

infrasonic waveforms is relatively uncomplicated
as many modern pressure transducers and elec-
tret condenser microphones possess nearly £at
sensitivities and linear phase responses in the fre-
quencies of interest. For electret condenser micro-

phones with known low-frequency roll-o¡, instru-
ment responses may be removed by applying
digital transfer functions (Johnson et al., in press).
A linear approximation is suitable for infra-

sound sources with pressure pertubations which
are in¢nitesimal with respect to the ambient at-
mospheric pressure. Assuming a point source in a
homogeneous medium, the restoring force in the
atmosphere is proportional to particle displace-
ment. Acoustic compressional waves propagate
elastically according to the wave equation for
spherical waves (Jensen et al., 1994):

9 2ðvPÞ3 1
c2

D
2

D t2
ðvPÞ ¼ 3FðtÞN ðrÞ ð3Þ

where F(t) is the e¡ective force function.
The solution to the inhomogeneous wave equa-

tion can then be written in the form (Lay and
Wallace, 1995):

4Z rvP ¼ 3F t3
r
c

� �
ð4Þ

The sound speed is (Ford, 1970):

c ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
E
b a

r
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q RT

p
W

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
402:8T

p
ð5Þ

where E is the bulk modulus (1.4U105 Pa at
STP); Q is the heat capacity ratio (1.4 at STP);
R is the gas constant (287 J/kg/K); and T is the
temperature in K.
In the atmosphere, sound speed is directly pro-

portional to the square root of temperature
(Ford, 1970). In the lower atmosphere (tropo-
sphere), acoustic waves may propagate as slowly
as 306 m/s (at 340‡ C) and as fast as 355 m/s (at
+40‡ C).
For a simple acoustic source, the e¡ective force

function is equal to the rate of change of £ux
(mass out£ow) from the source (Lighthill, 1978).
According to the linear theory of sound, excess
pressure due to an acoustic source radiating into
a halfspace is then (Lighthill, 1978):

vP ¼ 1
2Z r

� �
dqðt3r=cÞ

dt

� 	
ð6Þ

where q(t) is the mass £ux from a point source.
Fig. 2 shows a synthetic acoustic pressure trace

calculated according to Eq. 6.
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Infrasonic records may thus be useful for esti-
mating mass £ux and cumulative mass £ux pro-
duced during an eruption (Fig. 3). Cumulative
mass £ux is a crucial parameter to recover be-
cause it is closely related to the bulk gas emis-
sions, a primary factor for characterization of
eruption magnitude. However, several approxima-
tions must be considered when estimating mass
£ux values: (1) instrument response and propaga-
tion e¡ects are deconvolved, (2) wind noise and
barometric changes are negligible, (3) the acoustic
source is a point location ¢xed at the vent, (4)
pressure pertubations at the source are small
enough that a linear relationship exists between
excess pressure, particle velocity, and particle dis-
placement. From a recorded acoustic pressure
trace, the corresponding mass £ux (kg/s) for a
source of a time duration (d) may be approxi-
mated by:

qðd Þ ¼ 2Z r
Z

d

0
vP t þ r

c

� �
dt ð7Þ

In theory, the cumulative gas out£ux (M(t)) is
then the time integral of the mass £ux rate:

MðtÞ ¼
Z

d

0
2Z r

Z
d

0
vP t þ r

c

� �
dt

� 	
dd ð8Þ

Unfortunately, low-frequency contributions to
the cumulative mass £ux are often inadequately
represented because excess pressure signals are
the time derivative of mass £ux. In other words,
laminar, steady-state gas £ow out of a vent should
theoretically generate no infrasound. Because pas-
sive degassing is a common mechanism at most
active volcanoes (Sparks, 1998), cumulative gas
£ux values recovered from infrasonic pressure re-
cords should be strictly considered a lower limit,
or an estimate of a transient contribution. It is
also important to note that excess infrasonic pres-
sure amplitudes are not proportional to mass £ux
for larger eruption plumes. A di¡use source re-
gion with a dimension comparable to infrasonic
wavelengths (17 m for 20 Hz to 340 m for 1 Hz)
will produce infrasonic energy that can combine
destructively.
In certain situations, cumulative mass £ux esti-

mates may still be useful. The onset of most
Strombolian explosions are naturally impulsive.
Because gas expansion accelerates dramatically
at the onset of a Strombolian explosion, high-am-
plitude infrasonic excess pressures are often gen-
erated. These impulses may be used to determine
a cumulative mass out£ux for the onset of an
explosion. A comparison of gas £ux estimates

Fig. 2. Gas mass £ux and synthetic infrasonic pulse. The generation of a transient acoustic pressure pulse from a point source
gas release into a halfspace. The arbitrary mass £ux function is intended to represent a rapid degassing onset followed by more
gradual tapering. (a) Cumulative gas £ux (integrated mass £ux history) for an impulsive explosion. (b) Time history of the mass
£ux (the arbitrary mass £ux function is described by 10000/(t2+0.01) for t6 0 and 10000/(t2+0.1) for ts 0). (c) Transient pressure
pulses calculated at 500 m and 2500 m from the vent (according to Eq. 6) assuming a homogeneous STP.
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for Strombolian explosions at Karymsky Volcano
is determined through simultaneous analysis of
infrasound records and video by Johnson (2000).
The presence of high-amplitude atmospheric

pressure waves allows quick and unequivocal dif-
ferentiation between subsurface seismicity (B-type
earthquakes) and the seismicity associated with
gas release from a vent (explosion earthquakes).
However arrays of infrasonic microphones are
also extremely valuable for pinpointing a volcanic
seismo-acoustic source. An explosion source can
be very accurately located by examination of in-
frasonic arrivals which tend to be impulsive and
possess self-similar waveforms across an array
(Fig. 4). In contrast, it is often very di⁄cult to
even identify the compressional phase from low-
frequency explosion earthquakes (Johnson and
Lees, 2000). Furthermore, acoustic propagation
velocities in the atmosphere are an order of mag-
nitude slower than seismic velocities in the earth.
For arrays deployed at intermediate epicentral
distances (within 5 km of the vent), explosion
sources can be located with only a few meters
error. The location of an explosion source is par-
ticularly important for volcanic systems which
possess multiple active vents such as Stromboli
(Ripepe et al., 2001).

4. Infrasound propagation in the atmosphere

Though the elastic structure of the atmosphere
is much less complicated than that of the earth,
acoustic energy is still bent and refracted by ve-
locity and wind gradients. In certain instances,
acoustic shadow zones are possible at distances
more than a few kilometers from the source.
Under suitable conditions (such as during the
1883 Krakatoa eruption), acoustic signals may
be ducted in low-velocity sound channels and
remain audible at distances of many thousands
of kilometers (Bedard and Georges, 2000). Eye-
witness reports of sounds heard from large erup-
tions may be mapped regionally (Fair¢eld, 1980;
Power, 1993) to reveal zones of inaudibility (often
close to the volcano or upwind of the volcano)
and zones of high sound intensity (sometimes sev-
eral hundred kilometers from the vent). Johnson
and Malone (1997) explain the audibility patterns
from the 1980 Mount St. Helens airblast by trac-
ing acoustic rays in a US standard atmosphere
(Fig. 5). They utilize Garces et al.’s (1998) formu-
lation for computing traveltimes of infrasonic
waves propagating in a strati¢ed atmosphere
where a wind and temperature-dependent ray pa-
rameter (p) is conserved:

Fig. 3. Infrasonic pulse and associated mass £ux. (a) Recorded acoustic pressure trace associated with an explosion at Erebus
(1999:359:06:52), recorded 660 m from the vent. The example is selected because it is a low-noise, simple explosion. (b) Corre-
sponding mass £ux time history according to Eq. 7. (c) Cumulative gas £ux according to Eq. 8. Dashed line represents maximum
mass out£ux. Negative mass £uxes are likely arti¢cial, low-frequency artifacts due to an inadequate low-frequency response of
the microphone.
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p ¼ sinðioÞ
cðzÞ 1þ uðzÞsinðioÞ

cðzÞ

� �
31 ð9Þ

where io is the angle of incidence (from vertical) ;
c(z) is the temperature-dependent intrinsic sound
speed; and u(z) is the horizontal wind speed (par-
allel to propagation direction).
Even at the intermediate distances of 100 m to

5 km commonly cited during the deployment of
microphones at Strombolian-type volcanoes, at-
mospheric structure may in£uence the amplitude
of a recorded infrasonic pressure trace. Fig. 6
presents several potential weather scenarios, the
corresponding acoustic raypaths for those weath-
er conditions, and e¡ective excess pressure magni-
¢cation factors calculated from traveltime curves.
The magni¢cation factor (MF) is de¢ned here as
the square root of the ratio of the recorded pres-
sure amplitude to the expected pressure amplitude
for an isotropic acoustic source radiating spheri-
cally into a homogenous atmosphere:

MFðXÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Edstructured
Edhomogeneous

s
ð10Þ

The energy density (Ed) is de¢ned by (Lay and
Wallace, 1995):

Ed ¼ tanðioÞ
Xcosði1Þ

dp
dX

ð11Þ

where i1 is the incidence raypath angle (from ver-
tical) and X is the horizontal distance from
source.
Under conditions of low wind and reasonable

temperature gradients, magni¢cation factors less
than a factor of two should be expected out to
distances of about 5 km. But beyond these dis-
tances, magni¢cation factors often change dra-
matically. Upward refraction of acoustic energy
can create silent zones relatively close to the
source (Fig. 6c,d). In general, wind rather than
temperature gradient appears to have a more sub-
stantial in£uence upon magni¢cation factors.

Fig. 4. Vent location determined from acoustic arrivals across an infrasound array. Microphone arrays at Karymsky Volcano
can be used to accurately pinpoint the vent because infrasonic signals are impulsive and acoustic velocities are relatively slow. In
this example, the 3-D source location is con¢ned to the 2-D surface of the volcanic edi¢ce.
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Under windy conditions, or under drastic temper-
ature gradients, shadow zones may be found at
distances as close as 2 km from the source.
Apart from geometric spreading, some acoustic

attenuation results from propagation ine⁄ciencies
through the atmosphere due to molecular absorp-
tion and viscous friction losses as well as scatter-
ing, re£ection, and absorption e¡ects at bound-
aries. In classical acoustic attenuation, amplitude
decay due to transmission losses through the at-
mosphere depends exponentially upon the square
of the frequency (Reed, 1972):

vP ¼ vPie3ðK f 2=b aÞr ð12Þ

in whichvPi is the initial overpressure; K is the at-
tenuation coe⁄cient; and f is the frequency (Hz).
According toReed (1972), empirical values forK/

ba range from 1.3U10311 s2/m to 3.0U10311 s2/m
which translate to about 2U1035 dB/km for 10 Hz
infrasound. These small values hint that attenua-
tion of infrasound is nearly insigni¢cant in the
lower atmosphere even at global distances. How-
ever, other investigators argue that the attenuation
coe⁄cient (K) depends signi¢cantly upon atmo-
spheric moisture content and acoustic frequen-
cy. Though few attenuation experiments are con-
ducted in the infrasonic bandwidth, Bass and

Bauer (1972) cite absorption coe⁄cients as high
as 2U1031 dB/km for 10 Hz infrasound in dry
air and 2U1033 dB/km in air with 100% humidity.
Scattering and re£ections due to wind turbu-

lence or localized density contrasts (such as an
ash cloud) are other mechanisms which should
be considered and may be responsible for acoustic
energy dissipation. Such atmospheric heterogene-
ities can have pronounced e¡ects upon higher fre-
quency acoustic waves, but may not be signi¢cant
for infrasonic energy with relatively long quarter
wavelengths (ranging from 4 m at 20 Hz to 85 m
at 1 Hz). Frequency dependence is also an impor-
tant consideration when evaluating the site re-
sponse of a microphone. Barriers or topography
in the vicinity of a recording site may preferen-
tially ¢lter out higher frequencies. Maekawa
(1968) shows that the loss of signal amplitude is
roughly proportional to the ratio of the barrier
height over the acoustic wavelength.

5. Non-linear propagation and explosive shocks

For very large volcanic explosion sources and/
or in the near-¢eld, the propagation of acoustic
airwaves may be non-linear because initial mass
£ux is either supersonic or pressure transients are

Fig. 5. Regional infrasound propagation. (a) Temperature pro¢le, (b) zonal wind pro¢le, and (c) horizontal ray parameter pro¢le
(according to Eq. 9) for the month of May at 45‡ north. (d) Acoustic raypaths from an explosion source such as the May 18,
1980, Mount St. Helens blast are refracted in the stratosphere and thermosphere. Rays are drawn at 10‡ increments. Illustration
reproduced from Johnson and Malone (1997).
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high enough that the linear acoustic approxima-
tion is invalid. Chemical explosions generate non-
linear shock waves (discontinuous pressure traces)
by expanding at supersonic velocities. Although
Strombolian ejection velocities range up to only
a few hundred meters per second (Sparks, 1997),
there is evidence for Plinian eruptions with emis-
sions exceeding 500 m/s (Wilson, 1980). Shock

wave velocities exceed sound speed as a function
of the shock excess pressure (Kinney and Gra-
ham, 1985):

M ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ Q þ 1

2Q

� �
vP
Po

� �s
ð13Þ

where M is the Mach number = (shock speed)/
(sound speed).

Fig. 6. Infrasound focusing at close o¡sets. Dependence of raypaths on variable atmospheric conditions: (a) homogeneous tem-
perature structure with no wind, (b) temperature inversion with no wind, (c) normal temperature gradient with no wind, and
(d) isothermal atmosphere and wind increasing with altitude. Acoustic rays are drawn at 1‡ increments. Magni¢cation factors (MF)
for each raypath are shown for the four scenarios. An absence of raypaths impacting the ground constitutes a shadow zone.
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As a shock wave expands radially, excess pres-
sure drops and Mach number decreases until the
shock wave decays into acoustic waves that travel
at ambient sound speed. Arrival times for shock
waves propagating to far o¡sets can be predicted
by integrating along slowness/distance curves. A
spherical shock with 0.01 bar excess pressure at
1 km will precede a low amplitude acoustic wave
by approximately 0.13 s at far o¡sets. And a
shock wave with 0.1 bar excess pressure at 1 km
will arrive 1.3 s faster than a low amplitude
acoustic wave. Though excess pressure from large
eruptions may exceed 0.01 bar (V103 Pa) at dis-
tances of 1 km (Reed, 1987), upper bounds for
excess pressures from Strombolian explosions
are approximately 102 Pa at 1 km. Airwaves
from Strombolian explosions thus propagate
very close to the speed of sound.
Even when volcanic muzzle velocities are ini-

tially subsonic, pressure pertubations may be
large enough that acoustic signals steepen or
‘shock up’ with time (Kinney and Graham,
1985) producing a non-linear Green’s function.
As acoustic pressure pertubations propagate, the
atmosphere heats or cools adiabatically. Because
sound speed increases with the square root of
temperature, trailing portions of an acoustic pres-
sure wave with large excess pressures can catch up
toward the front of the acoustic wave. This mech-
anism is employed by Reed (1987) to explain how
low-frequency air waves that were inaudible with-
in 50 km of the Mount St. Helens eruption ac-
quired higher audible frequencies at farther o¡-
sets.
As a ¢rst order approximation for ideal gases

under adiabatic conditions, sound speed can be
related to excess pressure (see Appendix) by:

v c ¼ c
Po þ vP

Po

� �Q31
2Q 31

2
64

3
75 ð14Þ

in which vc is the change in sound speed.
Fig. 7 illustrates the potential transformation of

di¡erent amplitude pressure waves according to
Eq. 14. Although the waveform modeling is sim-
plistic, it gives an indication of excess pressure
amplitudes where non-linear e¡ects may become
important and pressure wavefronts can steepen.

Airwaves generated by Strombolian explosions
will not ‘shock up’ because excess pressures are
too low. However, large Plinian eruptions may
be capable of generating pressure-time traces
which evolve as they propagate away from the
source.

6. Summary

In recent years, the co-installation of low-fre-
quency acoustic pressure sensors at seismic sites
has signi¢cantly furthered the understanding of
volcanic explosion dynamics. Erupting volcanoes
generate substantial energy in the infrasonic
bandwidth (below 20 Hz), a portion of the acous-
tic spectrum that su¡ers very little attenuation
due to transmission losses and receiver site re-
sponse. Unlike seismic radiation, infrasound pro-
vides a relatively un¢ltered version of source
motions at the vent because shear waves do not
exist in the atmosphere and large, small-scale
velocity gradients are uncommon. Re£ections,
scattering, dispersion, and attenuation within the
atmosphere thus do not usually have pronounced
e¡ect on infrasonic waveforms. Unfortunately,
acoustic propagation in the atmosphere is in£u-
enced by time-varying atmospheric conditions
which can cause acoustic energy to refract and
either focus or defocus. To accurately recover
pressure time histories at the vent, care must
be taken to understand the propagation e¡ects
caused by changeable atmospheric winds and
temperatures. For infrasonic microphones located
at intermediate epicentral distances (within 5 km
of the vent), these e¡ects are generally small. Ex-
cess pressure time histories recovered for an ex-
plosion source are proportional to the time deriv-
ative of the mass £ux. For many explosions,
infrasound strength is a good measure of the im-
pulsivity of the degassing source. For very large
explosions (excess pressures greater thanV103 Pa
at 1 km), the acoustic approximation is not ap-
propriate because excess pressures are large
enough that an explosion begins as or becomes
a shock wave. However, these excess pressures
are not likely exceeded during Strombolian volca-
nism.
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Appendix

Equation 2. The total energy contained in an
acoustic wave¢eld is a combination of the kinetic
energy associated with particle motion and the
potential energy associated with elasticity. Ford
(1970) provides a formula for energy density of
an acoustic airwave:

Dðx; tÞ ¼ vP2

b ac2

The total acoustic energy contained in a hemi-
spherically radiating infrasonic wave is then calcu-
lated by integrating over a volumetric halfspace:

Eacoustic ¼
R

Dðx; tÞdV ¼ 2Z
Z r

0
DðR; tÞR2dR ¼

2Z
Z r

0

vPðR; tÞ2
b ac2

� �
R2dR

Since vP(R,t)R=vP(r,t3(R3r)/c)r for a radi-
ally expanding acoustic wave (Ford, 1970), acous-
tic energy can be rewritten as:

Eacoustic ¼
2Z r2

b ac2

Z r

0
vP r; t3

ðR3rÞ
c

� �
2dR

The radial increment dR at a ¢xed distance is
equal to cdt, yielding:

Eacoustic ¼
2Z r2

b ac

R
vPðtÞ2dt

Equation 14. The ideal gas law (PV= nRT) can
be rewritten in the form:

ðPV Q ÞPQ31 ¼ ðnRTÞQ

which leads to the relationship:

ðPV Q ÞPQ31

ðPoV Q

o ÞPQ31
o

¼ ðnRTÞQ
ðnRToÞQ

Rewriting in terms of sound speed (c2/co
2 =

T/To from Eq. 5) and assuming adiabatic expan-
sion of gases (PVQ =PoVo

Q (Kinney and Graham,
1985) gives:

PQ31

PQ31
o

¼ c2Q

c2Qo

D
c
co

¼ P
Po

� �Q31
2Q

De¢ning vc as the di¡erence between sound
speed at excess pressure (vP) and ambient sound
speed leads to:

v c ¼ co
Po þ vP

Po

� �Q31
2Q 31

2
64

3
75

Fig. 7. Non-linear infrasound propagation. (a) Pressure-distance waveform evolution for a 2-Hz damped sinusoid with 0.1 bar
maximum excess pressure at 1000 m epicentral distance (possible excess pressure generated during a Plinian event). (b) Pressure-
distance waveform evolution for a 2-Hz damped sinusoid with 0.01 bar maximum excess pressure at 1000 m (very large Strombo-
lian explosion). Waveforms are modeled at STP according to Eq. 14, assuming hemispherical spreading and no attenuation. Low-
er panels show pressure-time waveforms at 9 km. Shocking-up is evident only in the larger event.
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